
Informal notes on discussion on “A Strategy for Social Housing in Tower Hamlets” at 
TH Federation of TRAs, 22nd April 2013

Introduction
Speaker: Cllr Rabina Khan (RK), Cabinet Member for Housing

RK: In the 1980s, 87% of TH housing stock was Council, so we had control over “social 
housing” in the borough.  Today, the Council owns just 36% of the borough’s housing.  In 
2003 20% of homes were privately rented. By 2012, it was 39% – 30,000 privately rented 
homes.  Residents who are privately renting include young people trying to get 
apprenticeships and apprentices trying to get jobs. There is a campaign and support group 
for private renters, which is operating from the Unite community centre, and I am working 
with Unite to support them.
Housing providers are finding things difficult.  They have to juggle the fact that they have 
different sorts of tenancies, with different rent levels, and this will all be hit by the 
challenges of “welfare reform”.
The Fed has a crucial role to play in the borough, in generating feedback and helping 
TRAs generate feedback.
As we are building so many new homes, LBTH received a high new homes bonus – 
£16.5m.  The Bonus can be used on new build or bringing back old properties into use.  
We bid for £164m and got £92m for Decent Homes work, so we shall use some of the 
Bonus to make up the difference.
We say we work in partnership with RSLs as under stock transfer they have to have 
regard to us, but we have no power to force them to do anything.

The demand for social housing has not changed, but the affordability of it has changed, 
thanks to national and regional policies. Grant Shapps said social housing rents had to be 
80% of market rents. The London Mayor has tried to take for himself the power of setting 
rent levels in new social housing across London.  We tried to retain the power to set our 
own rents for new social housing in our Local Development Framework (LDF) document, 
which was the main thing we were working on at the end of last year and shaped much of 
our housing policy.  We did this by researching incomes across the borough and setting 
realistic rent levels (“POD” rent levels) for each area. Other boroughs tried to retain this 
power too.  For example, LB Islington initially said it would not implement the “80% of 
market rents” formula – but then the Inspector threw this out and LB Islington ended up 
devising their own POD rents.  However, the Inspector would not let any of us keep the 
power to set rents in our own LDF and upheld Boris’s right to take the responsibility for 
rent-setting away from us!
In our Local Development Framework (LDF), we have said that we want 35% affordable 
homes on site or up to 50% affordable homes if they are delivered off site. However, 
developers can negotiate with GLA to reduce this and can claim their schemes cannot 
afford this degree of “affordable” homes.  We have to monitor the situation and see what is 
actually being delivered rather than rest on our laurels on the basis of our policy.
Good aspects of our LDF were taken on board, e.g. requirements for shops, schools, 
parks, landscaping.
Design standards we set for new homes were robust, including amenity space.  In the end, 
we were not required to identify land for additional waste management facilities, which is 
what we had worked to avoid.   But affordable rents was the biggie.  We were knocked 
back on what we wanted but, after taking Counsel’s advice, we devised a supplementary 
planning document which was agreed at the last Cabinet and Council meetings.

We are working to prepare the borough for the welfare benefit reforms.  We need to find 



ways of challenging the Government’s view that these “reforms” should be implemented.  
The Government did a U-turn on the bedroom tax, as they hadn’t realised they would be 
hurting disabled children.  
75% of families affected will include children.  Social workers, GPs, teachers, etc., all tell 
me that neglect is a form of abuse and is on the increase – not because parents 
intentionally neglect children, but because families cannot afford shoes and clothes.  I am 
working to relocate food banks in the borough.  Nationally, there has been a sixfold 
increase in use of food banks.  
We are trying to find ways to stop the vulnerable being evicted, e.g., we allocated £1m for 
homelessness prevention.  We are trying to prepare residents for what is to come and 
getting RPs to do the same.

We have been running “Project 120” to try to get people with disabilities into homes. It has 
also provided an impetus to get the lettings teams and planners working better together.

In the London Plan, the London Mayor has set an annual housing target of 2,895 builds 
per year by 2025.  We have done 4,000 in the TH Mayor’s administration.  We need 
employment as well as housing!
In housing, there are many schemes you can use to get money for housing: affordable 
homes programme, build to rent, homes for Londoners, travellers, empty homes, build 
your own home…  When we apply for bits of funding from all these headings, it is likely 
that there will be targets which will end up penalising us for what we are doing.  An 
example of the downside of government policy is that they have regenerated the right to 
buy scheme with big discounts, but the first £2m of receipts go back to central 
government, and even if you build with anything over that, you have to charge affordable 
rent.  The London Mayor has various funding opportunities for social housing, but anything 
built with this cash is likely to involve affordable rent.  In these ways, the Government is 
implementing its policy of keeping rents and house prices high.

Discussion

Steve Morgan: In a recent Open Door (THH Newsletter), THH announced they have £44m 
to spend on external works.  Where has this come from?
RK: I assume this is Decent Homes.

Mark Taylor:  Why did a Supplementary Planning Document go to Cabinet?
Rab:  Our LDF doc went to the Inspector.  It was not rejected, but it was amended (our 
policy on affordable rent was not accepted).  Counsel advised that if we insisted on our 
policy, we could lose the whole LDF.  Counsel suggested we do a Supplementary Planning 
Document on POD rents, which we have now done. This document can be amended in 
the future if we regain the ability to set rents which are affordable (rather than have 
“affordable rents” imposed on us).
Mark:  It sounds like the money from Right to Buy has similar strings to the HCA building 
money.
RK:  It is complicated.  You can keep about a third of the receipt for house-building - but 
that sum will, of course, not build a replacement house.

Belle Harris: Government housing policy and its implications should be explained in East 
End Life to counter the misinformation put out in government propaganda.  What is the 
increase in applications for right to buy?  [Rab: 1,000 applicants.]  
There is a problem with the development committee: the councillors on it give EEH all they 
want by way of density when they apply for planning permission.  Could “Legal” look into 



this?  They seem to be building housing on amenity land, which they get for nothing. There 
are 700 new homes at Mile End, though the Tube is already solid.  Can we bring a case 
against the Committee?  Can we get an outsider in to look at this?
RK:  British Estate is over developed.  They tried a similar density on plans for Glamis – 
but the community worked together and knocked back some of the scheme.  The Glamis 
App did not consider sunlight, and how fire engines could turn round.

Jim Smith:  The £500 incentive to give up a bedroom is not enough incentive for those of 
us who are “underoccupying” but not on housing benefit (and therefore not subject to the 
incentive from reductions in housing benefit) to move.
RK:  We are addressing underoccupation in a variety of ways, set out in our tenancy 
strategy.

Bryan Stanley: what control do we have over the quality of work in major works and other 
repairs?
RK: I have raised concerns about quality of work.  I do estate inspections and other 
councillors help me.  THH has to up their game on quality control, as they are not getting 
good enough quality of work.  

Pawla Cottage:   Is LBTH going to build new homes or will RPs do that?  With the right to 
buy receipts, if the Council builds properties (rather than RPs), tenants will just buy them 
and they will go into the private sector.  We all want nice secure tenancies, but it is no use 
building Council homes to give us them if the housing then just disappears?  
RK:  Under stock transfer, the Council has to work with RPs.  Section 106 money was 
sometimes spent by ourselves, building on our own sites, but sometimes we got RPs to 
build.  We are looking at how to build non-RTB properties.  

Cyril Farby:  Can you ask companies to employ local labour?  Is it worth having a DLO?  A 
DLO doesn’t skim off a profit.
RK:  UK manufacturing was done to a high standard.  We can demand local labour is 
employed on decent homes work, but we need to ensure it extends to subcontractors.

Jean Taylor:  We need information on affordable and social and target rents.  On access, 
where are we with “most homes” notion?
RK:  The term “affordable rent” (now!) applies to rent set at 80% of market rents. The POD 
analysis we did tried to establish what percentages of market rents could actually be 
afforded, and the percentages were different in different parts of the borough. 
10% of [newbuild] homes should be “homes for life”: I think we should challenge this as it 
is out of date.  As technology improves, different needs result.

Terry McGrenera:  On Lincoln estate, we have a communal heating system.  At our TRA, a 
leaseholder explained that she could not get her heating repaired as workers she 
employed on a private basis would not touch bits they deemed part of the communal 
system belonging to the landlord, but the landlord would not repair these bits as she was a 
leaseholder (not a tenant).
RK: I am concerned to hear this and have come across similar problems which we have 
managed to resolve.  Please give me the personal details after the meeting.

Jenny Fisher: Which agencies in the borough provide welfare benefits advice now that you 
can’t get it on legal aid?  Why don’t we insist on all newbuild having the basic adaptations 



for access (wide doorways, waist high sockets, etc.) so that personalised adaptations, 
when needed, are minimalised - and also to maximise the number of places a person with 
special access needs can go (apart from their own home)?  And, generally, we should 
argue against the notion of “underoccupation” of social housing: we live in a flat because 
of the rent we pay, not because we constantly move to fit accommodation to our changing 
needs - and once we have paid (in rent) the cost of building our flat, we carry on paying 
rent.
RK: I am looking into how best to describe the new welfare benefits advice system on the 
Council website.  On access, I want to push ahead with Project 120. Newbuild has to have 
access, but our work with families includes trying to update the property they live in rather 
than move them.  We are developing products for people who are underoccupying and 
want to move.

Elaine King: I have been battling THH for over a year over Decent Homes issues, but other 
residents have raised questions too, e.g., asbestos being ripped out without special care.  
No one checks method statements are observed.  Contractors are bypassing Health & 
Safety procedures.  Paperwork is being doctored.  There are various horror stories (a 
resident left with a gas leak, e.g.), and some residents are heading for the courts on these 
– but they are not one-offs.  Decent Homes was meant to be improvements, but the 
money is going to the contractors, not into improvements – and tenants are then paying to 
have the work done again.  The Mayor should do a proper investigation.  
RK:  I have worked with you, Elaine, on issues on the Pitsea estate.  I have already 
instructed THH to provide method stats.  

Maggie Crosbie: What is the Council’s policy on eviction? Will you evict those who can’t 
pay their rent because of the bedroom tax?  Will you follow the Brighton model?
RK:  Maggie – we are looking into the model Brighton uses to avoid evictions.  Brighton 
has some sort of financial plan to avoid evictions, but I don’t know details so that is why we 
are researching it. People have always been subject to eviction, but finding yourself in 
problems through no fault of your own is another issue.  Many are not affected, such as 
OAPs, for example, but others are, such as those inheriting a flat. THH will not be evicting 
tenants who are affected through no fault of their own and because of circumstances 
beyond their control, such as the bedroom tax, but instead it will have a housing plan for 
each affected tenant.  NB: There is a disincentive in allowing THH to evict as for the most 
part that just increases homelessness and gives the Council extra work.
We cannot impose this policy on the RPs.  In March I got the RPs’ Chief Execs to come to 
half day seminar on development and on welfare reform.  They were not so interested in 
the devopment bit, but as soon as it got to welfare reform they all started engaging.  All the 
RPs had plans to deal with welfare reform.  You got the sense that the smaller RPs don’t 
want to evict: eviction is costly, but if you don’t evict it can affect your business plan.  The 
larger RPs are responding differently, e.g., Old Ford has introduced affordable rents, but 
has capped them at £250 per week (though it is not clear how helpful this will be when the 
benefits cap comes in).
This policy is short-sighted, as the small stock is not there, so it is impossible for people to 
downsize.

Ali Khan:  I have seen Cllr Khan on disability issues.  LBTH should adopt the Rowntree 
model of “homes for life”, which means you put in wall sockets as you build, etc.    
RK: we can look at this, but it may be that whatever we do, the London Mayor will over-
rule us.



Clive Palmer:  Pensioners don’t pay the bedroom tax, including new pensioners, not just 
existing ones.
If there is no smaller accommodation to move to, can TH form a waiting list and if you are 
on it you should not have to pay the bedroom tax?
RK: We are working on a plan similar to a waiting list and we are also trying to do interim 
or transitional relief for those who are nearly pensionable and should not have to lose their 
homes now, when their housing benefit goes down, if they benefit will go up again shortly.  

Chris Kilby: RPs have complaints procedures, but this is only to deal with when they have 
not implemented their policy.  How can a resident complain about a policy which is bad 
(rather than how it is being implemented)?
RK: Complaints should go first to the democratic filter, but we are still waiting for 
Government to decide the detail of the filter - such as whether each RP has its own filter or 
whether we have one for the whole borough.  As the Filter has no power beyond delay, 
you can still go to the Housing Ombudsman or Judicial Review.

Myra Garrett:  The Community Plan now seems to have Delivery Groups rather than 
LAPs.  The Community Plan Delivery Group (CPDG) on the public realm has the TH 
Housing Forum as a member.  If there is a landlord representative, why is there not a 
residents’ one?  Why is the Fed not being treated as the “residents’ forum” to balance the 
“landlords forum”?  Who is the public realm officer?
RK:  Central government required landlord reps on this body, but government guidelines 
are not complete, so we may yet be able to put resident reps on the body.

Pawla Cottage:  Pensioners do not pay the bedroom tax - is this the case where the 
pensioner has a younger spouse or co-resident? [Phil: one pensioner per household is OK 
and avoids bedroom tax.]  
RK:  I will check.


